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ABSTRACT 
Does the current global political economic framework, or more specifically, the cost-price squeeze 
associated with primary production, restrict the choices of Australian cattle graziers in moving to 
more sustainable practices? It has often been argued by primary producers and academics, alike, 
that current terms of trade have resulted in reduced profitability at the property level, and as such, 
have made it difficult for landholders to shift to practices which are environmentally sustainable. 
Whilst there is mounting evidence that this is case, there is also evidence that some graziers have 
been able to adapt to the prevailing market conditions through an ideological as well as ‘practice’ 
shift. Findings from qualitative research in Central Queensland, Australia has highlighted how ‘cell 
grazing’ departs from the traditional or conventional aspects of grazing which can be described as 
productivist, to an approach closely approximating Lang and Heasman’s (2004) ‘ecologically 
integrated paradigm’.  It is argued that cell grazing is, at present, a marginal activity that requires 
an ideological and cultural shift, as well as an investment in new infrastructure, however, current 
cell grazing activities may also demonstrate that beef grazing has the potential to be both 
economically and environmentally sustainable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 INTRODUCTION: THE ENVIRONMENTAL COSTS OF GRAZING 
 
Following British settlement of the continent in 1788, Australia inherited a European-style system of 
farming and grazing (Davidson, 1981, p. 31). Sheep and cattle were introduced into areas that had 
previously supported soft-footed native animals such as kangaroos, wallabies and other marsupials 
– animals that had a minimal impact on the natural environment. The introduction of ungulates – in 
the context of extensive vegetation clearing, unpredictable climatic conditions, and unreliable 
markets – has contributed to widespread environmental degradation in Australia (Williams and 
Saunders, 2005).  
 
Hard-hoofed animals have had a major impact on the generally thin soils of the rangelands, 
particularly when vegetation cover has been cleared, or where vegetation has been subject to 
overgrazing (Earl and Jones, 1996). Rangelands – areas where farm animals graze on 
predominantly native pastures – comprise some 70% of Australia’s (largely inland) landmass, with 
pastoralism the dominant land use (Buxton and Stafford Smith, 1996). Unlike those in the better 
watered and more fertile areas of the coast, producers in the rangelands are faced with quite 
difficult choices in relation to pasture, land, water and animal management. In seeking to optimise 
on-site production – that is, to achieve a high level of output and, perhaps more importantly, to 
maximise returns to invested capital – graziers tend to stock their pastures with the maximum 
number of cattle that can be ‘carried’ in relation to the prevailing soil/vegetation/moisture conditions 
(Dale and Bellamy, 1998).  
 
Historically, most producers in the rangelands of the Fitzroy Basin in Central Queensland, the site 
of this study, adopted the management practice of ‘continuous’, or ‘extensive’ grazing – allowing 
cattle to run, as they choose, over the entire property (Earl and Jones, 1996). In recent years, 
many graziers have incorporated rotational grazing into their management systems to rest 
paddocks for a period of time to allow for the regeneration of pastures. Within extensive grazing 
systems, cattle can avoid the grass species that they find less palatable, and, if grazing pressure is 
high, there will be a significant deterioration in the botanical composition of paddocks (reducing 
biodiversity) (Earl and Jones, 1996). The problem is that in circumstances of animal production on 
native pastures under extensive management systems (Dale and Bellamy, 1998, p. 4), it can be 
 somewhat difficult to ascertain the ‘correct’ carrying capacity at any one time. For example, some 
cattle producers overstock or postpone the movement of cattle off their properties in the hope that 
rains will fall and that subsequent pasture growth will support the herd (Buxton and Stafford Smith, 
1996).  
 
Under these conventional grazing systems, higher levels of ‘grazing pressure’ can result in the 
near-total removal of ground cover, exposing the soils to erosion and animals to conditions where 
supplementary feeding is the only means of guaranteeing their survival. Clearly, such a situation is 
financially costly and environmentally unsustainable. Yet, in the frequent ‘drought’ times that are 
experienced in Australia’s rangelands1, this situation characterises much of Australia’s pastoral 
industry. Because of vegetation clearing and poor stock management regimes some 5.7 million 
hectares of Australia are affected by dryland salinity – a figure that is expected to reach 17 million 
hectares nation-wide within the next 50 years (Allen Consulting Group, 2001, p. 2).  
 
With such evidence, it is clear that current land management practices are unsustainable and that 
a widespread change in practice would be beneficial. Although Australian farmers and graziers 
have traditionally responded quickly in adopting new productivity-generating technologies and 
practices, they have been less willing to embrace practices that have been proffered as ‘more 
sustainable’ (Vanclay and Lawrence, 1995) particularly where this call has occurred from outside of 
the grazing industry (Richards et al., 2005). It is perhaps not surprising that calls have been made 
by conservationists to ‘close down the rangelands’. The response of graziers is that they be ‘left 
alone’ to make their own on-farm decisions without external interference (Buxton and Stafford 
Smith, 1996p. 306). What is not disputed is that in the more marginal areas of the rangelands 
grazing is in conflict with public interests in preserving the environment (Buxton and Stafford Smith, 
1996; Dale and Bellamy, 1998).  
 
Whilst it is tempting to examine the ‘barriers to adoption’ of sustainable pastoralism, the focus of 
this paper is to examine some of the enabling aspects of conservation grazing practices. This is 
particularly pertinent given that conservation-focussed graziers, in this case, cell graziers, operate 
                                                 
1 Recent severe droughts have been experienced in 1982-83, 1994-95 and 2001-2008 (see 
Productivity Commission 2005: xxi; Beeton et al., 2006). In 2007 approximately half the 
agricultural land in Australia was drought declared (DAFF, 2007). 
 within the same constraints of the global political economy, regulatory environment, and climatic 
conditions as their contemporaries who engage in a more traditional, inherited form of pastoralism. 
Among the grazing community, ‘cell grazing’, which will be described in more detail later, is known 
for its claims to be a more environmentally sustainable practice. Although these claims are well 
known within grazing communities, they have been controversial and hotly contested. 
 
The question that is dealt with here is not whether cell grazing, as an alternative grazing practice, is 
more or less sustainable than extensive grazing – that is a question for bio-physical scientists – but 
rather, ‘what are the social, economic and cultural conditions for those who seek to adapt to 
environmental, climatic and market conditions by moving into cell grazing?’ The important concepts 
here are those of ideology, adaptation and change. Whether or not cell grazing is a panacea, there 
are valuable lessons to be learned from those graziers who are able to exchange old practices for 
new whilst others have vehemently defended the traditional methods that are increasingly 
associated with environmental degradation. As such, this paper examines the social, economic and 
cultural conditions that act as facilitators for graziers’ greater engagement with conservation 
practices such as cell grazing. Such knowledge is important if we are to understand the drivers that 
underpin land management practices in the often-marginal landscapes of Central Queensland and 
other dryland grazing areas in Australia. 
 
Productivism and Sustainability  
To understand what is occurring in pastoral industries within Australia, it is valuable to 
contextualise current land management practices in terms of its production paradigm. At present, 
this can be largely described as a productivist model – although this mode of food production is 
increasingly contested due to such things as food quality and security, and its impact upon the 
environment (Lang and Heasman, 2004). Productivism is the term that has been given to a system 
of agricultural/grazing enterprise that is characterised by the application of productivity-raising 
technologies (artificial pesticides, weedicides and fertilisers), the introduction of new, more 
‘efficient’ breeds of animals, the use (where appropriate) of antibiotics and other pharmaceuticals, 
and abiding by market ‘signals’ in the allocation of resources (Friedmann, 2005; Lang and 
Heasman, 2004). It tends to emphasize quantity over quality and, as a wider system of food 
production, assumes that consumers will be advantaged by the maximization of food production 
 (Lang and Heasman, 2004). In its ‘ideal typical’ form it is characterised by production intensification 
and concentration, along with product specialisation (see Argent, 2002; Ilbery and Bowler, 1998). 
While this system of production has transformed perennial grass landscapes into the ‘breadbaskets 
of the world’ it is one based upon unstable ecosystems that is subject to the vagaries of the global 
marketplace (Friedmann, 2005; Gray and Lawrence, 2001). Because of the environment, food 
safety, and animal welfare concerns with this system, it is facing increasing challenges from 
consumers who are demanding ‘clean and green’ foods – that is, ‘natural’ foods derived from 
sustainable farming systems (see Friedmann, 2005; Lang and Heasman, 2004; Lyons et al., 2004). 
 
Given the shortfalls of the industrialised food production model, alternatives have been proposed, 
and to some degree, enacted. Such alternatives generally fall into the broad area of ‘agroecology’, 
or in Lang and Heasman’s (2004) terms, an ‘ecologically integrated paradigm’, whereby practices 
are grounded in the ecological and biological sciences and philosophically geared toward working 
with the rhythms of nature, rather than against them. In practice, this requires reduced inputs from 
agribusiness suppliers, such as pesticides, and promotes a more integrative approach to land 
management aimed at maintaining ecological integrity. This may include nutrient recycling, 
resource conservation and biological methods of farming to suppress insects and weeds (Lang and 
Heasman, 2004, p. 27). That such practices are often viewed as ‘alternative methods of food 
production’ highlights how the productivist model is generally understood and accepted as the 
‘normal’ paradigm. However, many practicing ‘alternative’ methods do so in reaction to the 
perceived environmental and health problems associated with engineered and chemically-driven 
food production practices.  
 
It is seemingly difficult for Australia’s graziers to move to new production regimes for a number of 
reasons. Terms-of-trade are moving against Australia’s rural producers (Productivity Commission, 
2005) and in tight economic times it is often difficult to invest in infrastructure and experiment with 
‘new’ practices (Lawrence et al., 2004). Furthermore, there is evidence that individuals who change 
their practices leave themselves open to criticism from their peers (Conacher and Conacher, 1995; 
Guerin and Guerin, 1994; Richards et al., 2005). For graziers, the ratio of prices paid for their 
livestock is falling relative to that of the prices paid for inputs. These producers face a classic 
‘cost/price squeeze’ (Malcolm et al., 1996). With limited growth in prices, most graziers must 
 produce more – and produce more efficiently – if they are to remain viable. Australia’s farmers 
know this: virtually all the growth in output during the last 30 years has been achieved through 
growth in productivity (Productivity Commission, 2005, p. xvi) – indicating the extent to which 
producers are wedded to productivist technologies.  
 
 
CELL GRAZING AS AN ALTERNATIVE PHILOSOPHY AND PRACTICE 
 
In Central Queensland – as in other grazing areas in Australia and abroad – ‘cell grazing’ has been 
publicised as a more viable and sustainable alternative to more traditional forms of extensive 
grazing (McCosker, 2000; Savory, 1991). Although a minority activity, cell grazing is based not only 
upon a practice, but also upon a broader philosophy that integrates lifestyle, business 
management, biodiversity and animal welfare with beef production. Based on Allan Savoury’s 
(1991) technique, known as Holistic Resource Management (or HRM) in the US, cell grazing aims 
to mimic the natural grazing patterns of wild herds in Africa. Dr Stan Parsons first introduced cell 
grazing to Australia in an address to the Northern Territory’s Cattleman’s Association in 1989. Early 
reports suggest that cell grazing was initially perceived as controversial, and it appears that this 
view still persists today (Gill, 2003; McCosker, 2000). 
 
Cell grazing differs in practice from conventional grazing by virtue of its emphasis upon intensive 
management, stock rotation and the close monitoring of pastures. Unlike conventional systems, 
cell grazing involves more day-to-day, ‘hands-on’, management of cattle in moving them from one 
cell (cells are fenced off areas within larger paddocks) to another over durations as short as a half-
day. The ongoing intensity of cell grazing is often compared to dairy farming by some of its critics, 
whereby the producer’s working day is dictated by the needs of the herd. Cell grazing differs from 
continuous grazing, where cattle range across the whole property all year round. Many graziers 
have now moved away from continuous grazing and report to be rotating their paddocks to various 
degrees to allow pastures to replenish. Whilst cell grazing is sometimes confused with rotational 
grazing, it represents very different approach both practically and philosophically. It is based upon 
‘time control’ pasture management, which requires the following practices: Monitoring the rate of 
growth of pastures and resting (or spelling), pastures to allow for the regeneration of grasses and 
herbage; calculating stocking rates to match the carrying capacity of the pasture; planning, 
 monitoring and managing the whole system very closely; utilising short grazing periods to increase 
animal performance; stocking cells at maximum density for short periods; encouraging a diversity 
of animals and plants to improve ecological health; and ensuring that there are large cattle 
numbers to encourage ‘herding’ behaviour (McCosker 2000, p. 208). Philosophically, cell grazing 
incorporates broader business management principles, lifestyle and herd management 
components and arguably requires a cultural shift and even identity of ‘being a grazier’, as will be 
shown later in this paper. 
 
The reported advantages of cell grazing are that profits increase as the costs of production 
decrease (inputs such as weedicides can be reduced). Soil structure is reported to improve, with 
greater soil strength leading to better water penetration after rains, and improved water-use 
efficiency from pastures. Better management is also said to contribute to reversing the decline in 
desirable perennial pasture species (that is, it leads to pasture improvement), and to weed 
reduction (Joyce, 2000). There is an increase in animal production per hectare – with greater 
production of grasses leading to increased beef production. Cell grazing apparently allows 
degraded areas around water holes to recover, providing an environmental benefit (Earl and 
Jones, 1996; McCosker, 2000; Sparke, 2000). 
 
In 2000, McCosker, the key proponent of cell grazing in Queensland, reported that 20–30 percent 
of graziers had heard of cell grazing, while less than one percent had attended cell grazing training, 
which is known as ‘Grazing for Profit’ (GFP) and run by a nation-wide private resource consultancy 
company, Resource Consulting Services (RCS) (McCosker, 2000). The RCS website reports that 
over 2,500 graziers have graduated from the course, which represents a significant number of 
people exposed to an eight-day, intensive, live-in, course on cell grazing (Resource Consulting 
Services, 2006). Given that there are an estimated 21,000 broadacre beef properties in Australia 
(see ABARE, 2006) then approximately 10% of graziers will have undertaken the training (it is not 
known how many sheep graziers might have been involved, however, making any reliable 
estimation somewhat difficult). There are also other avenues for entering cell grazing through 
different training establishments, and as such, it is also difficult to establish the number of 
properties that are operating with a fully established cell-grazing system.  
 
 Although there is a lack of data on the number of people using the various components of cell 
grazing as a management method, those actually taking up cell grazing is reportedly minimal, and 
at the turn of the century constituted only 0.5 percent of Australian graziers (McCosker, 2000). 
During the fieldwork phase of this study in 2003/42, all of the 49 graziers3 who were interviewed 
were familiar with cell grazing, with many having quite strong opinions about it. Some had seriously 
examined cell grazing and had attended the ‘Grazing for Profit’ course but chose not to adopt it for 
a number of reasons. In some instances, graziers reported introducing components of the cell 
grazing ideology and business principles, such as pasture management, whilst others, such as the 
‘cell’ format, were rejected. 4 For those who took the next step and reconfigured their property with 
new fences, watering points and other associated infrastructure, it is valuable to identify the factors 
that enabled such a significant change from traditional practices. 
 
Six cell graziers (on four properties) were visited during the course of a broader study on 
sustainable pastoralism in the Fitzroy Basin catchment of Central Queensland (see Richards et al., 
2005 for further details on the field site). The properties that were enrolled in cell grazing ranged 
from approximately 3,000 to 12,000 acres in size. The small ‘sample’ size was due to the limited 
number of people engaged in cell grazing in a given geographical area, where property sizes are 
large and settlement is relatively remote. Nevertheless, it is argued that the cases outlined here 
provide some insight into an emerging culture of practice that might be more socially, economically 
and environmentally sustainable.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
2 Interviews were conducted by the authors 
3 This figure represents 25 grazing properties in Central Queensland – with interviews conducted 
in some instances with ‘grazier couples/families’ when both/all parties identified as graziers. 
Through a snowball sampling technique, two graziers declined to be interviewed, one due to time 
constraints, and another due to relocation whilst awaiting the birth of a child.  
 
4 For the purposes of analysis, these graziers were included as the cell grazing cohort. 
  
 
Figure 1: Map of the Fitzroy Basin, Central Queensland, Australia 
 
During in-depth interviews, cell graziers reported how their practices departed from more 
conventional forms of grazing. Interestingly, the cell graziers in this study spoke of re-thinking their 
roles beyond that of graziers and incorporating the multiple roles associated with being pasture 
growers, beef producers, business people, investors and environmental managers. For example, 
Producer 5B5 spoke of not identifying with the term ‘grazier’ as he perceived this to be an elitist 
concept, but rather, preferred to identify himself as a ‘beef producer’. Equally, producers 10A and 
10B were at odds to find the appropriate nomenclature to describe their multiple roles as business 
people, pasture growers and beef producers. They suggested that the word ‘grazier’ only provided 
a partial description of their role and that ‘grass mechanics’ also described what they did on the 
property. This questioning of ‘labels’ had not occurred when interviewing conventional graziers, 
who happily and often proudly identified themselves as graziers and ‘cattlemen’ [sic]. This is 
perhaps one indication of the cultural factors that shape both practice and identity within the 
pastoral beef industry. Clearly, the cell graziers in this sample are keen to express an alternative 
                                                 
5 Producers have been allocated numbers to preserve confidentiality. Numbers followed by A are 
female, whilst B are male. Corresponding numbers, for example, 10A and 10B identify a grazier 
couple. 
 
 identity from that of the more ‘traditional’ grazier – and are appropriating new terminologies to 
distinguish themselves from the mainstream, and therefore the more conventional aspects of the 
cattle industry.  
 
When interviewing cell graziers, it became immediately apparent that the discourses (that is, the 
forms of knowledge that define what is considered true/false and right/wrong) associated with cell 
grazing differed substantially from those associated with more conventional forms of land and 
cattle management. Cell graziers spoke in more holistic terms, identifying lifestyle, production, 
economics and environmental protection as the interrelated components of sustainability. The cell 
graziers interviewed all reported that they had attended ‘Grazing for Profit’ training that, in some 
instances, was subsidised through government training assistance. This next section of the paper 
indentifies specific areas of practice where conventional and cell grazing systems depart. 
 
 
 
Animal Welfare and Cattle Management Philosophy  
 
Cattle management within cell grazing differs significantly from that within more conventional forms 
of grazing practice. In fact, the topic of cattle management and animal welfare is a key area where 
there is often disagreement between conventional graziers and cell graziers. One criticism of cell 
grazing is that the cattle are under high-stress conditions because they are in larger herds within 
smaller paddocks. It is often argued that the pastures can be eaten down quickly, making the cattle 
uneasy and stressed. Cell graziers could also see how this could be an area of concern, if the 
cattle were not managed carefully. However, in defence of cattle welfare, grazier 18B offered a 
counter argument; 
Animal welfare is by far in advance [in cell grazing systems] because you see them every half a 
day, you know exactly what is going on in the paddock and if you have got one that is sick, you can 
do something right away, whereas if you are in a continuous system, you might not see them for a 
week or two. You are in such a small area that if you are missing some you can find them easily… I 
think our animals are healthier now than they used to be…I have no problems with the animal 
welfare part of it, I think they are probably better off.  
Grazier 5B also found that, with the cell grazing technique, cattle are under increased scrutiny 
which means that any problems with cattle health can be picked up early. This constant handling 
was reported to have resulted in the animals being more manageable; 
 They have a better temperament, you see every one – so if they are sick or injured or bitten by a 
dingo – it means you are checking your waters regularly, which you have got to do anyway. Now, 
when you want to take them home to the yards to vaccinate or whatever, because they have been 
handled literally every few days they are easy to handle.  
Clearly, these practices represent a departure from more conventional methods of cattle 
management within continuous grazing and even rotational grazing with bigger paddocks. As well 
as noting how cell grazing differs in practice, producer 12B also described a different philosophy of 
cattle management whereby cattle are led and not chased; 
There is good and bad with [intensive systems] and that is where with animal welfare issues, you 
have got to be much more on the ball with cells than with open paddocks. There is a change in 
attitude with cattle in set grazing, usually when they see you it is to chase them, whereas with cells 
it usually means fresh feed or whatever, so there is a change in their attitude to you. 
 
In line with the holistic philosophy of cell grazing, cell graziers were also interested in herd 
psychology as a part of a suite of cattle management techniques. As producer 12B noted, ‘…you 
are not hunting them, you are leading them and opening up new areas. It is changing the 
fundamentals there’.  
 
All the cell graziers interviewed found that this style of herd management had reduced mustering 
workloads and costs as mustering teams were not required to move the cattle around the property, 
as is the case with conventional grazing methods. This philosophy of herd management has also 
led cell graziers to favour Border Collie dogs for their more gentle style of rounding cattle, as 
opposed to the archetypical Australian Cattle Dog, which barks and nips at the cattle to move them 
along. Generally, the sentiment is that cattle management is much easier under a cell grazing 
system, so much so, that grazier 10B discussed how their daughter, who was aged two at the time 
of the interview, would be able to manage the cattle in the future; 
I mean, you know, an 80 year old grandma could come in and run it when we’ve finished setting it 
up. I mean, and that’s the way that we want it, like when [daughter] gets to a certain age, she’d be 
able to do it. As soon as she can ride the four wheeler she’ll be able to go and move 1500 head of 
cattle. 
The animal management aspects of cell grazing differ significantly and present a challenge to the 
more traditional way of doing things. What is worth noting, here, is that the system still 
incorporates, and even concentrates, an ethic of productivism, whereby the traditional productivist 
goals of increased output and enhanced efficiency are reached by alternative methods. This is 
 evident in producer 10B’s statement where he discussed how herd psychology is used as tool, not 
merely to protect animal rights, but to ensure the herd is calm and manageable in a system that is 
more intensive than conventional pastoral practices. 
 
Business Philosophy 
From the data generated through the interviews with both conventional and cell graziers, a 
difference in business philosophy was also evident. One aspect of the holism that is characteristic 
of cell grazing is a shift from pastoralism as the mainstay of a rural lifestyle to one of 
entrepreneurialism that is tailored to support lifestyle preferences (Brett, 2007). Again, this involves 
a re-thinking of identity, moving away from traditional conceptions of grazier or ‘cattleman’ to a 
diversification of the business aspects of the enterprise. Five of the six cell grazier interviewees 
reported that they had put the cell grazing business philosophy ‘wholly into practice’ by entering 
into off-farm investing – citing that the business aspects are as important as the grazing side of the 
business. For instance, grazier 12B summarised how cattle management is only one aspect of the 
broader cell grazing approach; 
The [training in] cell grazing is just one part of it, [RCS] concentrate very much on having your 
business right, if you have no problems in your business, then cell grazing is just the icing on the 
cake.  
For cell graziers, their self-conception as business people, and furthermore, as ‘off-farm investors’, 
represents what they argue as a significant shift from more conventional forms of pastoralism. 
Reportedly, this off-farm investing allows for a relaxation of natural resource dependency and a 
reduced reliance on deteriorating terms of trade and unpredictable climatic conditions. As grazier 
12B stated; 
Our off-farm businesses are in the city, our houses and stuff…what we believe is to separate that 
out and own businesses that provide us with an income that takes the pressure off making a living 
off the land and allows us to step away… But with the community, a lot of the government services 
are being drawn out of the smaller towns and it has become more reliant on just one industry and 
that is concerning for me.  
Producer 10B also spoke about off-farm investments and how, as yet, they were not really a 
popular option among rural producers; 
There are not a lot of rural people that are taking it on but there’s a lot of cell graziers that I know of 
that have got small businesses outside as well, or have off-farm investments in houses or shares.  
 The way in which the cell graziers engage in business also represents a modification to the ‘rugged 
individualism’ usually associated with the lone cattleman. Whilst it may not be unusual for 
conventional graziers to invest ‘off-farm’, the cell graziers suggested that it was their financial 
collaboration with other cell graziers that was unique. This occurred at two levels, firstly, in sharing 
information about business accounts with other cell graziers and seeking advice and input from 
others; and secondly, in co-investing with other cell graziers. 
 
All but one cell grazier spoke about the value of being involved in a ‘cell grazing community’ as well 
as a broader business community (beyond that of rural industries) where members meet to 
scrutinise and discuss each other’s accounts and business strategies. This collaborative approach 
to business management and problem solving is one aspect of the cell grazing ideology. Grazier 
12B spoke in praise of the opportunity to gain different perspectives and outside input into his 
business operations, stating that “six heads are better than one”. All of the cell graziers involved in 
off-farm investments expressed how this was a new approach (both to them and the routines of 
‘family farming’) which required a re-thinking of goals and practices as well as an openness to 
thinking positively and learning from others. For example, grazier 12A stated; 
[T]he big advantage that we found when we started going to meetings [was] that the atmosphere at 
the meetings was positive and I am naturally a pessimist, so you come away with a feeling of ‘yes, 
I can do something’ and you get the knowledge and the tools to sort of do what you want to do. 
This process of collaboration instituted by the private consultancy company has built social capital 
amongst a group of graziers who are pioneering a new form of beef production in Central 
Queensland. These new networks and social structures are an interesting phenomenon in that they 
provide the impetus not only for a more resource efficient form of beef production with less 
environmental impacts, but a robust social basis through which collaborative investments can be 
pursued. 
 
This self-reliance is promoted within the cell grazing ethos and operates as a catalyst for innovation 
and change, arguably these are the key features required to move beyond current ‘mainstream’ 
practices of beef production which are often viewed as economically unworkable and 
environmentally problematic. Grazier 18B provided an example of this by describing his 
involvement, not only in off-farm investment, but also in group investing; 
 I guess the biggest differences there is having those off-farm businesses, and we are doing it with 
a group of people, it is pretty rare actually and it has all come out of RCS most of us have done it 
and we knew each other and we just decided that we wanted to go and do something… There are 
people with off-farm businesses, no doubt, but perhaps not the way that we have done it as a 
group … and I guess that is where we do things differently …and focusing more on the business 
and the strategic stuff. 
The issue of trust in these newly formed relationships is an important one, particularly in light of the 
loss of trust that many graziers had reported in their relationships with government bodies 
(Richards et al., 2005). The emergence of cell grazing may point to self-reliance as an enabling 
factor that is not dependent on government support and subsidies and that is also more robust and 
resilient in dealing with the regulatory restrictions, such as those relating to vegetation 
management, that have reportedly impeded the actions of many primary producers in Central 
Queensland (for example see Richards et al. 2005); 
That is another good thing about this, everyone puts their figures [financial accounts] up in the 
group and no one could care less about the secrecy stuff. You have to be a person that is 
comfortable with that, and that means trust is one of the big things…as you go gradually through 
the process, trust is developed … 
It was this aspect of group off-farm investing that cell graziers pointed to as enabling factor in 
improving their lifestyles as primary producers – who are often caught in cycles of declining terms 
of trade and/or drought which has placed further pressure on farm families both financially, and in 
terms of the hours worked on the property. Grazier 18B expressed how these new investment  
arrangements buoyed his own lifestyle philosophy, which includes avoiding the seven-day a week, 
“dawn-till-dusk” work ethic that many farmers and graziers reportedly hold; 
…I don’t work after dark, that is a big no no. I spend a lot more time figuring where we are going, 
what we are doing, it is the old 80/20 rule, 20 percent of the time and 80 percent of the income, 
otherwise you are so busy going around and pulling fences up to worry about the business. 
Grazier 5B is one of the cell graziers who did not appear to embody the entrepreneurial spirit. For 
him, quality of life is provided by, “the beauty, biodiversity and genuine sustainability the property”. 
When asked about where finances fit into the picture, he replied; 
It is not a priority. It has never been a priority, strangely enough. It might sound unusual but I have 
always wanted it so that I could live just comfortably and modestly because that is all I expect to 
do. It is not a priority, I don’t even think along those terms. I want it run, obviously, it has got to be 
viable. Otherwise, if it not viable all these priorities hold no credibility because people are going to 
say “what is the point of doing what he does”. 
  
Ecological outcomes of cell grazing 
The ecological benefits that are thought to derive from instituting cell grazing systems are said to 
have arisen from a more intensive monitoring of cattle and pasture composition and through 
practices that encourage greater ecological sustainability. Intuitively, it is difficult to conceive that a 
more intensive system of beef production could have positive environmental outcomes. However, 
grazier 10B summarised how, for him, cell grazing is more ecologically sustainable than 
conventional operations; 
Environmentally, it raised a few eyebrows to start with because it was such an intensive system… 
You know, having that control and having that change in the environment in such a short period of 
time, without, basically without any mechanical means. I mean the animals are doing it. It’s animal 
impact and rest. It’s all about rest. That’s the big thing, you’re giving your country a chance to have 
a rest. 
He also claimed that cell grazing had resulted in positive environmental outcomes that had 
translated to maintaining adequate production levels throughout dry periods; 
There are enormous differences in the grass, the quality of the grass, there are all these 
differences in cover, ground cover, and we have run more cattle through drier periods than we 
could in the past and the place is still in good condition.  
Grazier 10B had experienced similar outcomes, regarding better drought tolerance as a result of 
cell grazing;  
In the dry times, the bare patches started to fill in just in that short time and I thought well, if this is 
what we can do with a small mob of cattle in such a short time, long-term what can we achieve? 
That’s when we sat down and worked out that on [9,000] acres we should be able to run 3,000 
head of steers, and that thought excited me, apart from the dollar signs. I mean that I could 
intensively graze this small a place, still make money, and not make the place worse. 
Drawing upon the cell grazing philosophy, grazier 10B believed that it was possible to increase the 
herd size – and, therefore, productivity - by maintaining the Brigalow6 on the property. This was 
contrary to discourses of sustainability within much of conventional grazing in the Fitzroy Basin, 
where graziers had complained that anti-clearing legislation had hindered their ability to be 
economically viable. 
Grazier 10B: We don’t want to take anything away. Everything, being graziers, I mean all we do is 
take and quite often you don’t put a lot back, and as far as I can see there’s only so long that you 
can take and not put back. 
                                                 
6 An acacia which is native to the study area. 
 Researcher:  What do you mean by putting back? 
Grazier 10B: Um, well you’re not giving anything back to the land. I mean, with what we do, we rest 
our country, all of our country gets a rest ranging from one month to four months in length, 
throughout the year. I mean we’re leaving tree lines. Brigalow being a legume deposits nitrogen in 
the soil which is pretty vital for everything  – everyone says there’s enough nitrogen build up in the 
country – but it’s got to run out sooner or later… I mean you know they’ve just spent the last 40 
years getting rid of the damn things [trees] and we’re, you know, we’re trying to get them back in to 
serve our purposes. 
That Grazier 10B is concerned with preserving the trees that others have spent 40 years ‘getting 
rid of’ suggests not only a conflict between different fields of practice (between conventional and 
cell grazing), but also a disposition to act in a manner contrary to the received wisdom that tree 
clearing is a necessary and desirable aspect of pastoralism. However, despite this alternative 
value-system, environmental assets such as trees are construed as useful in that they ‘serve the 
purpose’ of beef producers. This hints at the maintenance of productivist values – although, with an 
arguably improved environmental benefit. 
 
The philosophical acceptance of scientific knowledge, particularly in relation to ecological 
sustainability through encouraging biodiversity, also meant that Grazier 5B was able to engage 
within his own landscape both as a producer of beef and an ecologist; 
Well, I have always had an interest in wildlife anyway and that is natural but…once we got involved 
in the nature refuges7 and all the [wallabies] and things, you spend so much time mixing with 
people whose field that is – and some of them I don’t particularly get on with, they are either too 
extreme of critical of everything to do with landholders, sometimes I find them a pain in the arse – 
but the overall message is that they have studied the science of biodiversity I suppose you would 
call it, whereas landholders haven’t. Landholders don’t study biodiversity.  
 
MOTIVATIONS FOR ENTERING CELL GRAZING 
Productivism is viewed by many writers (see Ilbery and Bowler, 1998; Lang and Heasman, 2004; 
Rifkin, 1992) as environmentally destructive. Given the evidence that cell grazing represents a 
departure from the environmentally destructive aspects of a productivist format of beef production it 
is worthwhile asking cell graziers about their motivations for converting from conventional 
pastoralism to ‘cells’. This allows, to some degree, an assessment of whether others are likely to 
follow into this practice or to weigh up what policy instruments, if any, might promote such a shift. 
                                                 
7 A joint program between landholders and Government, whereby a designated parcel of land is gazetted, in perpetuity, 
as a nature refuge. 
 When asked why they had entered cell grazing, the reasons cited included lifestyle and ecological 
factors alongside those of efficiency in beef production. Grazier 12B related how his motivation to 
enter cell grazing was linked to concerns about the condition of the environment: 
Most people go into cells for what it does for the land. People who go into cells for an economic 
result, they are normally short term…we went into it because there is a lot of run-down areas on 
the property and we had to make changes and I had to do everything we could to get it happening 
quickly and that is partly economic, but it is mostly – you know I have this thing that I have to leave 
the land in a better condition because of my background of seeing land deteriorate over a lifetime 
in the bush – how the health of the land was, so yes, I believe changing the focus to the plants and 
to the soil is what makes it sustainable, more sustainable than anything else that I am aware 
of…so, I do it for the buzz of doing that stuff… You could call it lifestyle, I call it satisfaction. 
Grazier 12B’s passion for land conservation is clear and he also cautioned against entering into 
cell grazing for profit alone. For him, producing beef has many facets, and it is more in line with 
Lang and Heasman’s (2004) ‘ecologically integrated’ style of production where non-tradable 
concerns, such as land conservation, are also prioritised. Interestingly, other cell graziers 
subscribed to similar discourses. Grazier 18B recalled how he and his wife first got into cell 
grazing: 
My wife was an Ag. Science teacher out at [a remote] high school when we went to our first cell 
grazing field day…She said, “this is for us”, and I said, “oh, OK”. So six years later, we did 
something about it. In the meantime, she was exposed to a number of people…that were right into 
it and we just decided…We were watching what was happening in our paddocks and we just 
thought that we could do it better and thought, you know, there could be a better way to do it and it 
wasn’t economic based or anything, it was more for concern about what was going on in the 
paddocks.  
Similarly, grazier 5B spoke of his motivation to engage in such a program, particularly at a time 
when many graziers were seeking to break links with government departments;  
My nature refuge is my contribution to society, an environmental contribution to society. It is also 
an aesthetic thing for myself but I mean I could have just not made it official and just left it. I have 
made a contribution. There has got to be a certain amount of sacrifice. Anybody who says “I will 
have a nature refuge if I can be paid for it” are the wrong people…To me, sustainability is simply 
that despite the beef production, the environmental attributes don’t …what would you say… that 
they aren’t diminished and hopefully, actually, whatever the opposite of diminished is…enhanced, 
because that is possible.  
It is interesting that this grazier talks about sustainability ‘despite’ beef production and in this way 
elevates environmental integrity over the production of beef. For many conventional graziers, beef 
is the primary activity for which the environment has to bend to accommodate, either in terms of 
overgrazing, or in the mass clearing trees to open new lands.  
  
OUTSIDER STATUS AND FLEXIBLE PRACTICE 
 
Given that nearly all landholders claim to be stewards of the land (see Cary et al., 2002; Lawrence 
et al., 2004; Vanclay and Lawrence, 1995), stewardship values do not offer any great insight into 
why cell graziers are arguably better able to practice sustainable resource management. 
Possessing an ethic of stewardship does not automatically translate into the adoption of 
environmentally sustainable land management practices (Lawrence et al., 2004). This 
phenomenon was explored with cell graziers, who identified some of the social conditions that 
might have served as enabling factors. Grazier 12B attributed his adaptability and flexibility to two 
key factors; that as a farmer originally (rather than a grazier), he was more used to change and, as 
his father had left the property when 12B was a young man, he did not experience any pressure to 
maintain ‘tried and true’ practices; 
We are sheep people and I am seventh generation in Australia and they have all been on the land. 
I have come from a history of farmers and we have been more able to change than a long line of 
graziers. I think, you know, if you are a halfway successful farmer, you have to understand how 
plants grow and how to get the best crop and that is what, when you are grain farming, it is a result 
of how well it grows, it is your yield, whereas in grazing you are looking at your animals and not the 
land in some ways, so cell grazing is not a big change in thinking. 
The assertion that farmers are more flexible than graziers is logical, as there has been more 
innovation in farming over time (for example, machinery, chemical inputs and plant breeds), 
whereas grazing in Australia has not experienced new innovations to the same extent. When 
further considering how he was able to change his practices when others had found this 
impossible, he added; 
I didn’t have that peer pressure at all. My dad… I was [in my 20s] when he left the farm [for a 
number of] years and I rang him up after three weeks and said we have to plan what to do with the 
crop and we have some cattle to sell and he said, “well, that is your problem”. And so, he just left it 
totally to me so I have got used to making my own decisions… If you are doing cells and they work, 
it means that what granddad did was wrong. That is often the way people think - it is very 
threatening. You keep doing what you have been doing it is not a threat. But if you start changing 
waters and running wire fences, electric instead of conventional fences, it is a total change of 
thinking …I did not have that pressure. 
Whilst environmental concerns were clearly a motivation for this producer’s engagement with cell 
grazing practice, his family and life circumstances were instrumental in enabling him to actually 
make the shift, unhindered by a genealogical culture of practice. The fact that he did not come from 
 a long line of cattle graziers and therefore was not bound by tradition was a significant factor. His 
wife, Grazier 12A, added: 
You have little things like that that change a bit and because we aren’t, we didn’t grow up in the 
area, we are still regarded as outsiders of course. 
Like Graziers 12A and 12B, the other cell graziers also possessed certain social and historical 
characteristics that placed them at the margins of the conventional grazing community. Graziers 
10A and 10B also reported that they felt like ‘outsiders’, as they were ‘young, not from the area and 
tertiary educated’. Grazier 10A suggested that, ‘we are not going to be fully accepted anyway, so 
we might as well do our own thing and prove them wrong’. Grazier 18B also considered that he 
and his wife were outsiders as he was raised in the city and both he and his wife were tertiary 
educated, which he felt was uncommon among primary producers. Whilst 18B’s wife had grown up 
on a farm, it was in a different State and deemed distant from Central Queensland and the grazing 
industry, both spatially and in practice: 
Grazier 18B: I am not from a family of graziers, we grew up in [a big city] and I only moved up here 
in ’87… 
Researcher: How about your wife, is she from here? 
Grazier 18B: no she is from [a big city] originally, she grew up on a farm just outside of there, but 
here and there are entirely different things… 
Researcher: Has this made a difference to your choices in grazing… 
Grazier 18B: Oh, absolutely, we have got no preconceived ideas or parents hanging over our 
backs so, we have found our way to do it, and we both went to university and we are both open 
minded, so I guess we wouldn’t have embraced cell grazing if we would have had closed minds. 
Grazier 5B’s scenario differed in that he was from a grazing background and had strong family 
links to the area, but he perceived that he was often on the ‘outer’ due to his conservation 
practices. It seems to be the case that challenging tradition has served as a catalyst for a certain 
degree of social exclusion. Grazier 5B recalls how his shift from conventional grazing to 
conservation practices had been a cause of concern within the broader grazing community; 
I got so much flack from neighbours and from everybody. Not everybody, that’s wrong, but from all 
directions, you know what I mean…a lot of it is behind the scenes. My kids used to get it. You know 
the kids would come home from school and say so-and-so reckons you are living in the last 
century… 
The same was also true for Grazier 12B, who remembered that; 
When I started putting cells up, a lot of people in the area thought that I had really flipped. There is 
still a bit of an issue as [my wife] was saying before, you have to get with positive people. 
 Clearly the introduction of cell grazing presented a challenge, and as such, it is not surprising that 
forms of social sanctioning operate as a counter-discourse to cell grazing as a new practice.  
 
The findings in this section are also consistent with those of Guerin and Guerin (1994) who report 
that landholders who adopt new practices are at risk of standing out from the farming community 
and inviting negative social sanctions. They highlight the case of two landholders, described as 
‘early adopters’, who diverted from the dominant paradigm and were subsequently isolated from 
other farmers in the process. They were said to have lost their influence and the respect of others, 
despite having increased both their productivity and income through improving pastures. Likewise, 
Conacher and Conacher (1995, p. 117) report that few producers wish to be seen as non-
conforming or critical of traditional practices. To do so invites a loss of acceptance from the 
community, particularly where beliefs and practices are ingrained over a number of generations. 
Hence, grazing families who are trialling new systems of production not only face economic risk in 
the purchase of labour, fencing and equipment for watering points, they also have to brace 
themselves for criticism from others. As Grazier 12B highlighted, successfully implementing a new 
format of cell grazing essentially sends a message that previous generations had ‘got it wrong’.  
 
Cell Grazing as an Ecologically Integrated (Productivist) Paradigm 
It is helpful to theorise these shifts in grazing philosophy and practice by drawing upon 
observations made by Lang and Heasman (2004), who – following authors such as Altieri (1996) 
and Goodman and Redclift (1991) – have provided a basis for identifying alternative ‘paradigms’ of 
production. As stated earlier, the productivist paradigm is one that justifies the application of 
synthetic agri-chemicals, the use of monocultures, the adoption of more intensive modes of animal 
production, and the use of fossil-fuel based equipment in an attempt to increase the level of 
efficiency and productivity in farming systems. Because of the environmental impacts of 
productivism, this paradigm is now under challenge from two others: the so-called ‘Life Sciences 
Integrated’ and the ‘Ecologically Integrated’ paradigm. The Life Sciences paradigm is one in which 
modern, biotechnological, applications are used to replace the supposedly environmentally-suspect 
agri-chemical regime of productivism. The ‘Ecologically Integrated’ paradigm seeks to reduce the 
level of energy used in, and the level of waste resulting from, production. In relation to rural 
production, its emphasis is upon ‘whole-farm’ approaches, biodiversity, conservation and the notion 
 that ecosystem health must be a positive outcome of human activity. Accordingly, the recycling of 
nutrients, agro-ecology and sustainability are some of the principles embraced within this paradigm 
(Lang and Heasman, 2004p. 32).  
 
Producers involved in cell grazing have an interesting, and to some extent a ‘composite’ approach 
to production, not wholly fitting the description of the Ecologically Integrated Paradigm due to 
enduring commitments to the intensification of production, and neither fully productivist given the 
more integrative and ecologically-sensitive approach to production. While believing productivity 
increases are the key to financial security and that new management techniques and technologies 
should be harnessed to boost production (in line with a productivist stance), they consider that 
such increases can be achieved through better management and more ‘holistic’ thinking (close to 
the premises of Lang and Heasman’s Ecologically Integrated approach).  
 
For example, in seeking to improve the efficiency of their animals and pastures these cell graziers 
report to look for ways to achieve biodiversity in pastures, to use water more effectively, to address 
issues of animal welfare and reduce pressure on the land by investing off the farm. Cell graziers 
seek to reverse land degradation through short-duration grazing and control of stocking rates. They 
believe that they are challenging ‘normal science’ with its focus upon output gains – and such 
practices as fence-to-fence tree clearing (see McCosker, 2000). However, they do not go so far as 
to endorse the elimination of agri-chemicals, the production of animals for local markets. What we 
believe we are witnessing is not a clear ‘paradigm shift’ from productivist to ecological forms of 
pastorialism but, rather, the emergence of a diversified, eco-pastoral variant of productivism – 
albeit one that takes seriously environmental issues where these impinge upon cattle production. 
That is, new environmental principles are being harnessed to help achieve what all CQ growers 
desire – output and productivity gains through the better-combined use of resources.  
 
It has been argued that cell grazing departs from conventional grazing both philosophically and 
practically. This was evident in a number of areas, including calmer cattle management practices 
based on ‘herd psychology’, a business philosophy that moves investment off the farm and seeks 
input from other business people, and the reconfiguration of land management practices that are 
said to embrace ideals of holism (where nature is seen as an integrated system) and biodiversity. 
 In this sense, cell graziers have rejected the ‘conventional’ models of grazing in favour of new, 
innovative, methods that both reinterpret and reorganise practice and identity. Cell grazier 
discourses were attuned to the holistic and interrelated values of lifestyle, ecology and business 
management. Interestingly, cell graziers were also keen to distinguish themselves from ‘graziers’ or 
‘cattlemen’ by opting for new titles such as ‘beef producers’ or ‘grass mechanics’. This seemingly 
involves a reconceptualisation of role identity and to some degree, the rejection – or at least not the 
unquestioning acceptance – of the term ‘grazier’ and its traditional symbolic inferences. While 
Holmes’ (2002) and Gill (2005) reported that the outback mythology of the grazier is being 
contested by a host of non-grazing, non-farming, forces (such as urban environmentalist, green 
advocates, those seeking Aboriginal land rights, and so on) our findings indicate that the 
contestation is also coming from within the grazing industry itself. 
 
A further anomaly is has been identified here too. Whilst Lang and Heasman (2004, p.27) highlight 
the importance of local knowledge, as opposed to distant, scientific or agro-economist knowledge, 
the cell graziers in this study seemed to be enabled to undertake new forms pastoral-ecology by 
virtue of their outsider status. The proposition that being an ‘outsider’ eases the transition into a 
new and environmentally-focussed grazing system is a significant finding. All of the cell graziers 
reported that they are outsiders to some degree and that this has made it easier to flout 
conventional grazing methods, although the criticisms levelled at them did appear to be off-putting. 
The majority of cell graziers reported that they did not feel bound by the practices of the previous 
generation, and therefore, did not have to undermine entrenched family values or be so 
provocative as to claim ‘granddad was wrong’. It could be asserted that graziers are free to 
experiment with new practices when they do not inherit the family farm from the previous 
generation.  
 
The evidence that suggests cell grazing is not passively accepted as a neutral practice by 
conventional graziers also draws attention to the embedded cultural values within the grazing 
industry in Central Queensland. Cell grazing presents a strong ‘rival for legitimacy’ (Bourdieu, 
1977) due to its reported economic successes and, as such, it is perhaps easier to condemn the 
practice rather than question how more conventional methods are failing. However, the failure of 
cell graziers to display the appropriate symbols of grazier membership – such as identifying as 
 beef producers rather than graziers, working alongside government departments, and accepting 
that conventional grazing practices have had an adverse impact upon the environment – has 
resulted in an expression of disapproval from other graziers (see Burton, 2004).  
 
Conclusion 
Cell grazing may serve to undermine the hegemonic rural culture associated with primary 
production. For instance, the nostalgic imagery associate with ‘teams of men’ mustering cattle on 
horseback has been quietly replaced by one person, a border collie and a whistle. Women also 
appear to play a more prominent role in cell grazing. This has implications, not only for the 
dominant masculine ideal in rural Australia, but also for the moral values associated with hard work 
in a harsh and unforgiving climate. As reconfigured graziers, cell graziers reported a broadening of 
their scope that also includes engaging with business people from urban centres, having 
investments in cities, and readily working alongside people outside of rural industries as part of 
their own learning and planning strategy. In turn, cell grazing becomes an identifiable, alternative, 
discourse within the field of pastoralism, complete with its own symbols, specific language, ideas 
and constructions. However, cell grazing is a minority practice within the broader grazing arena 
where competing discourses are deployed to discredit the truth-claims relating to this new practice 
of cattle and resource management. 
 
Although cell grazing does not currently offer a significant challenge to conventional grazing and its 
associated environmental problems, it does offer the possibility that an alternative form of 
production is able to operate in a manner that is both economically viable and environmentally 
sustainable. Cell graziers have exhibited the ability to adapt to both market and climatic conditions 
by reconfiguring their own identities as producers, re-thinking cattle management techniques, 
embracing a new, more entrepreneurial business philosophy, and focusing upon the condition of 
the environment. The extent to which this new ‘composite’ Productivist/Ecologically Integrated 
discourse has taken hold should be put into perspective. It is important to remember that the 
number of cell graziers interviewed for this study was rather small, introducing what might be better 
described as a ‘flavour’ of new practices rather than a manifesto for a new form of pastoralism.  
 
 As a very small group, however, cell grazing does not appear have the ‘critical mass’ necessary to 
make a significant impact upon the way beef production is being practised in the Central 
Queensland region. Importantly, cell grazing demonstrates an alternative way of managing a beef 
grazing enterprise whilst also incorporating aspects of conservation management and diversifying 
investments off-farm whilst also engaging in off-farm entrepreneurialism and therefore moving 
away from resource dependency. Less reliance on the property for income, especially during 
adverse climatic conditions such as drought, can ease the burden of needing to ‘flog’ the land to 
make some income.  
 
Whether or not cell grazing is a panacea, there are valuable lessons to be learned from those 
graziers who are able to set aside the constraints of traditional practices that are currently 
perceived as unsustainable and implement not only a new set of practices, but a new ideology in 
relation to producing beef, maintaining the environment and securing economic, and therefore, 
social viability, into the long term. It is argued here that it is possible to shift to more sustainable 
form of land management practices within the current political economy, however, this shift is 
informed by certain cultural values and perceptions that are not shared by all producers. 
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